
ON ^-GALOIS EXTENSIONS OF SIMPLE RINGS
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To the memory of Professor TADASI NAKAYAMA

In 1952, the late Professor T. Nakayama succeeded in constructing the

Galois theory for finite dimensional simple ring extensions C7]. And, we believe,

the theory was essentially due to the following proposition: If a simple ring

A is Galois and finite over a simple subring B then A is Bf -A-completely

reducible for any simple intermediate ring B' of A/B [7, Lemmas 1.1 and

1.21}J. Moreover, as was established in [5], Nakayama's idea was still efficient

in considering the infinite dimensional Galois theory of simple rings.

In this paper, we shall present first such a generalization of the proposition

stated above that contains [5, Lemma 2] as well. And then, by the aid of

this generalization, several facts obtained in CβH and [8] for division rings will

be extended to simple rings. In fact, under the assumption that a simple ring

extension in question is h-q-Galois and left locally finite, many important

results previously obtained in [2]-[10] can be unified.

Throughout the present paper, A = Σ "Deij will represent a simple ring

where E={βi/s} is a system of matrix units and D= VΆ(E) a division ring,

and B a simple subring of A containing the identity 1 of A. And we use the

following conventions: V and H mean VA(B) and VA(B) = VA{VA{B)), re-

spectively. If H is a simple ring, we set H-*ΣKdπk where J-{dkk's} is a

system of matrix units and K= VH(Δ) a division ring. If Tis a regular subring

of A containing B, ®(T, A/B) will mean the set of all the B- (ring) isomor-

phisms of T onto regular subrings of A. And finally, A/B is said to be h-

Galois2' if B is regular and @>Ar is dense in UomRι(A, A), where ® is the

Received April 26, 1965.
X) These lemmas were stated under the weaker assumption that A/B is (finite and)

weakly normal.
2> In [4], A/B was denned to be h-Galois if (i) B is regular, (ii) A is Galois over B'

and VA(B') is simple for any regular subring B' of A left finite over B, and (iii) A' = VA(A')
and [A' : H ] / = [ V : VΆiA')^ for every regular subring A* of A left finite over H, and it
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group of all the 2?-automorphisms of A. As to other notations and terminologies

used here, we follow [4] and [51

The following propositions previously known will play important roles in

the present study.

PROPOSITION 1. Let Bf be a subring of A containing 1 of A, V - VA(B')

and H'= V2

A(B').

(a) If A is BftVf-A-irreducible, then A is homogeneously completely reducible

as B'-A-module and as V'-A-module, both V and H' are simple rings, ZAI B\ Άrl

= IV'\VΊ and LA \ V'rArl = IH'IH'T.

(b) If B1 is an intermediate ring of A/B left {resp. right) finite over B and

A is B'-V'-A-irreducible (resp. A-B'-V-irreducible), then IV : V'lr<lB' : H*lι

{resp. IV : Vflι<lB' : H*lr) for any simple intermediate ring H* of HΓ\B'/B.

(c) // Bf is an intermediate ring of A/BίEl left (resp. right) finite over B

and A is left (resp. right) locally finite over B, then IV : V'lι<ίBf : Bit (resp.

ίV : VΊr<ZB' : Blr). (K, Lemma 1 and Cor. 21)

PROPOSITION 2. Let A be outer Galois and left locally finite over B, and A1

an intermediate ring of A IB.

(a) A' is simple, A/A' is (two-sided) locally finite, and each Bering) iso-

morphism of A' into A can be extended to an element of (S.

(b) A/B is h-Galois, and there exists a 1-1 dual correspondence between closed

subgroups of ® and intermediate rings of A/B, in the usual sense of Galois theory.

(c) If LA9 : Blι<oc then LA1 : Blι= LAf : Blr = #(Q\A') for any Galois

group § of A/B. ([3, Th. 1.1], [3, Cor. 1.4], [4, Lemma 1.8] and [91)

PROPOSITION 3. Let A be Galois over B with a regular Galois group £>, and

H a simple ring left locally finite over B. And let T be an intermediate ring of

A/B such that IT : Blι< °° and A is T-A-irreducible.

(a) // [ T : Hf\ Πι = lV : VA(T)lr then HomB ί(T, A) = (®\T)Ar and ®\T

was shown that if A/B is h-Galois and left locally finite then ®A is dense in
A). And more recently, in [2], T. Nagahara has shown the converse implication. How-
ever, one will see later the converse implication to be true even under a somewhat
weakened assumption. (Cf. Ths. 2 and 8.)

Z) lA\BΊ Ar] and [ F ' | V] denote the length of the composition series of the B'-A-
module A and the length of the composition series of the y-moςίule V (the capacity of
the simple ring V), respectively.
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(b) // T'=/(®(T), A) then ZHΓi T' : Bl<°°. ([4, Lemma 3.1] and [5,

Lemma 5].)

1. Preliminaries. The present section starts with the following brief lemma.

LEMMA 1. Let B1 be a simple intermediate ring of A/B with [_B'\B'l = n{ =

capacity of A). If a is an arbitrary element of A and T an arbitrary simple

intermediate ring of A/B1 then ZaB'\B'l>laT\ Γ l And, if A/B is left locally

finite and IB' : Blι< °° then there exists an intermediate ring B" of A/B1 such

that IB" : 5]/<oo and laB"\B"l = laA\Al

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that B' contains E and

aB' = ΣΐaeaB' = ®?aeuB' (m = LaB'\ B'l). As each eaT^euB'T is a minimal

right ideal of T, aT=aB'T=nΣ?aeaT implies then [_aT\T1<m. Now, the

rest of the proof will be obvious.

The proof of the next lemma proceeds in the usual way (cf. [4]), and may

be omitted.

LEMMA 2. Let B' be a simple intermediate ring of A/B with ZBf\B'l = n, a

and β elements of ©(£', A/B), and © a subset of ®(£', A/B).

(a) ocAr is B'r-Ar-irreducible and a is linearly independent over Ar.

(b) Let m be a B'r-Ar-submodule of ξ>Ar. m is Bf

r-Ar-irreducible if and only

if in = σuiAr with some ίjGf) and some non-zero u^V.

(c) ocAr is Br~Ar-isomorphic to βAr if and only if a = βil with some u e V

(the multiplicative group of the regular elements of V), and so if a is contained

in $Ar then a = av with some <;G§ and v e V.

We consider here the following conditions:

(1) HomBi(£', A)=<S{B', A/B)Ar for any regular intermediate ring Bf

of A/B with IB1 : Blι< 00.

(10 Hoπiii^.B', A) = ®(J5', A/B)Aι for any regular intermediate ring Bf of

A/B with IB1 : Blr< °°.

(2) ®(J5ι, A/B)\B2^®(B2, A/B) for any regular subrings B^B2 of A

containing B with ZBi : Bli < °°.

(20 ® ( β , A/B)\B2<^%(B2i A/B) for any regular subrings BL^B2 of A

containing B with [_Bι : 5 ] r < «>.

Remark 1. If the condition (l) is satisfied, then J(®{B', A/B), Bf) = B
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for any regular intermediate ring B' of A/B with ίBf : Blι<°°. In fact, if

V is an arbitrary element of /(©(£', A/B), B1) not contained in B then T==

is a subring of J3' properly containing B. Since Hom^(J3', A) = ©(£',

we have Hom S i (^ 4) = HomBi(#', 4 ) | Γ = ( © ( £ ' , i4/£)| Γ)i4r =

11 T)^4r, whence it follows a contradiction [T : 5]/ = 1.

Now, we shall prove our first theorem which contains evidently the pro-

position cited at the opening as well as [5, Lemma 2].

THEOREM 1. Let A/B be left locally finite, and the condition (l) satisfied.

If T is a simple intermediate ring of A/B with \_T : Blι< °° then A is T-A-

completely reducible. In particular\ if T is a regular subring of A with LT : Bli

< <χ> then A is homogeneously T-A-completely reducible with ZA\TrArΊ =

ZVA(T)\ VA(T)1 and T is f-regular.

Proof. Let M be an arbitrary minimal Γ-^L-submodule of A such that thh

composition series of M as right A -module is of the shortest length among

minimal T-.A-submodules of A. Then, M — eA with a non-zero idempotent e.

In virtue of Lemma 1, we can find an intermediate ring T* of A/TZE, el with

[Γ* : Blι< oo and ZeT*\T*l = ZeA\Al. One may remark here that TeT* =

eT*. In fact, for each / G T there exists some α ε i with ea-te^ T*, so that

te = e-eatΞeT*. By Lemma 2 (a), HomB/(^*, A) =©(Γ*, A/B)Ar is T^-Ar-

completely reducible. Accordingly, the Γ*-^U-module Hom^(T*, 4̂) = Θί3Jf/

with Tr -^/--irreducible Wj. By Lemma 2 (b), ΊRj = σjUjiAr with some J/G

©(Γ*, i4/β) and non-zero ^7 GΞ F. Since 3J?ycHomΓl(^*, -A) and TeT* = ̂ T*(c

T*), each My- (Γέθ2Jί, is a T-^-submodule of A. Further, there holds My =

9 whence it follows ZMj\Al

Γ*] = ZM\Al by Lemma 1.

Recalling here that [Ml A] is the least, we see that each Mj is either 0 or

TΆ-irreducible. Finally, noting that A is 7>Homo(τ4, A)-irreducible, there

holds A = e(TrttomTι(A, A)) = (Te)nomTι{T*, iD = ( Γ e ) Σ % = ΣΛfy, which

proves evidently the complete reducibility of A as T-A -module. Now, the

latter assertion will be evident by Prop. 1 (b).

The next has been proved in [2] and [5]. Nevertheless, according to the

idea in [7], we shall present here another proof that needs only Lemma 2 and

Th. 1.
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COROLLARY 1. Let A be left locally finite over a regular subring B, and ξ>Ar

is dense in Homz?^^., A) for an automorphism group £) containing V. If B1 is

a regular intermediate ring of A/B with LB' : Blι< co then ξ>(B')Ar is dense

in Hom^ΛΛ A) and f{ξ>{Bf), A)=Bf.

Proof. Let T be an arbitrary intermediate ring of A/B'ZEl with [T : Bli

<°°. Evidently, Homfi',(T, A) is a Γr-Ar-submodule of HomP,(Γ, A) =

(®\T)Ar. And then, by Lemma 2 (b), H o m ^ T , A) = θ (</,-«//1 T)Ar with some

j , ef) and non-zero w/G F. In general, if xwι\ Γ ( Γ G § , w e F) is contained in

Hom^CT, A), one will easily see that τwi is contained in V^{B\)(% = Hom(i4, Λ)).

Now, let <;&/ be an arbitrary a;un. Since A is homogeneously B'-A-com-

pletely reducible by Th. 1, a standard argument enables us to find such an

inversible element v e Vy\(B'ι) that #, i> = v{aa)r for all a ̂  A. As v"ιauι is then

contained in Vgι(i*/ .Ar) = V^(JB')/, ouι = vvn+ -f i>% with some t y e V^(5')#.

Noting that T contains E, one will easily see that every (VVJI\ T)Ar is a Tr-^4r-

irreducible submodule of Hom/n(T, A), so that (pz;y/|T)Ar= {τWji\T)Ar with

some rG'& and wje. V (Lemma 2). We have then A = VjA = Vj Av = Vj (T

Aa'ι)v= Vj-TvA = TUvy/|T)i4r = Tirtcy/I T)i4r = wj TτΆ = w yΛ, whence it

follows wye F*. Hence, τwj = τwjιwjr is contained in F$(i?/) Π© = ξ)(5/). It

follows therefore Hom^z(T, A) = {&(B')\T)Ar, which forces ®(B')Ar to be

dense in Homβ'j(i4, A). Finally, to be easily verified, Bι= Vln(Bι) = V%(φAr),

which implies /(£>, A) = 5. And hence, by the fact proved above, J(ξ)(Bf)y A)

= B'.

Patterning after the proof of [2, Lemma 2], we readily obtain the next:

LEMMA 3. Let H be simple, and T an intermediate ring of A/BίJl. If there

exists an automorphism group ξ> of HLTl with /(ξ>, HίTl) = T and H$ = H, and

if HΠ T is simple, //ẑ ^ T is linearly disjoint from H.

The following proposition is a part of H2, Th. 1]. However, for the sake

of completeness, we shall give here the proof.

PROPOSITION 4. If B is a regular subring of A, the following conditions are

equivalent to each other:

(A) A is h-Galois and left locally finite over B.

(AO $Aι is dense in Homi?r(^4, A) and A/B is right locally finite.

(B) A is Galois and left locally finite over B} and B' V~A-irreducible.
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(BO A is Galois and right locally finite over B, and A-B Vr-irreducible.

(C) A is Galois and left locally finite over B, and A-B V-irreducible.

(CO A is Galois and right locally finite over B> and B V A-irreducible.

Proof. (A) =* (B) is obvious by Th. 1 and Cor. 1. Next, we shall prove

(B) =*(C) =*(A'). As A is B V,4-irreducible, H is simple by Prop. 1 (a).

For an arbitrary intermediate ring T of A/BlE, A\ with LT : Blr<°°, we

set Γ'=/(®(T), A) and H' = Hr\Tf. Then, IV : F^(Tθ]/ = [ F : F^(T)]/<

[T : £ ] r by Prop. 1 (b), and so Lemma 3 and Prop. 1 (b) imply LTf : H'lr

= IT'-H: Hlr<LV2ΛT') : H~]7<iV VA(T')lι <oo. On the other hand, noting

that A is ^-Γ'-irreducible, Prop. 1 (b) yields also IV : VΔ(T')lι<lT' : H'lr

< °o. Combining those above, we obtain LTf : H'lr = lV : VA(T')lι. Since

IT1 -' ^X = [T' : i J Ί W 5 ] < oo by Prop. 3 (b), the proposition symmetric

to Prop. 3 (a) yields Hom f r(T', A) = (<Ά\T')Aι, which proves (CO =^(A0.

In case the condition (B) is satisfied, for an arbitrary intermediate ring T of

A/BIE, Δ] with [Γ : Bl<™ there holds IV : VA{T)lι<ίT : 5 l < oo (Prop.

1 (c)). And so, repeating the above argument, we obtain ZT ' Blr<ίTf : Blr

< °°, which means A/B is right locally finite. We have proved thus (A) =* (B)

=KC0 -^(A0, and symmetrically (AO -=»(Bθ =KC) =^(A).

COROLLARY 2. L^ί A be left locally finite over a regular subring B. If the

condition (l) is satisfied, then (H is simple and) A is h-Galois and locally finite

over H. And, if A/B is Galois and the condition (l) is satisfied then A/B is h-

Galois, and conversely.

Proof. Let B' be an arbitrary intermediate ring of A/BίEl with IB1: Bli

< oo. Then, by Prop. 1 (c), we have IV : VA(B')lι<tB' : Blι<°°. Since A

is B V- A -irreducible (Th. l), A is V H- A -irreducible much more and H is

simple by Prop. 1 (a). And then, by Prop. 1 (b), it follows IVA(B') : Hlr

<LV : VA(B')]ι<<χ>, which proves evidently the right local finiteness of A/H.

Hence, Prop. 4 asserts that A/H is locally finite and A-Galois. The latter

assertion is a direct consequence of Th. 1 and Prop. 4.

The following theorem coincides essentially with [10, Th. 3].

THEOREM 2. Let A be left locally finite over a regular subring B, and the

condition (l) satisfied. If A1 is a simple intermediate ring of A/H with LA1: Hit

< °°? then A1 is f-regular and, V2A(A') = Ar,
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Proof. By Cor. 2, A/H is Λ-Galois and locally finite. If Ao is an arbitrary

intermediate ring of A/AfίEl with ίA0 '• Hlι<™ then A is A0~A-irreducible

and A-V-^-irreducible (Prop. 4). Hence, D40 : Hlι>lV : VA(Ao)lr>lVA(Ao) :

Ώ > [ i o : Hli by Prop. 1 (b), whence it follows D40 : Hlι = ίV : 7iUo)]r.

And then, Prop. 3 (a) asserts that Hom^-Ao, -A) = (F |A0Mr, which means

that VAr is dense in HomBι(Af A). And then, the proof of DO, Th. 3] asserts

that A' is regular. Accordingly, IV : VAA')lr<LAf : H\< ™ by Th. 1 and

Prop. 1 (b), and VA{A') = f{V{A'), A) = A' by Cor. 1.

LEMMA 4. Let A/B be left locally finite, and the condition (l) satisfied. If p

is a B-ring homomorphism of an intermediate ring Ax of A/B with D4i : B]ι

< oo onto a simple intermediate ring A2 of A/B such that VA(A2) is a division

ring, then p is contained in ®(AQ, A/B)\Aχ for any regular intermediate ring AQ

of A/Ax with D4o Blι< «.

Proof Let £ = ®G40, A/B). Since LA2 : Bl<iA, : Blι< oo and VA(A2)

is a division ring, A is A2-A-irreducible (Th. l). And, we have Hom^(Ai, A) -

(&\Aχ)Ar = *ΣsΛ<fi\Aι)Ar with some (?t E § , for lΉ.omBι(Aιf A) : Arlr =

£Aχ ' Blι< °°. Now, the rest of the proof proceeds in the same way as in the

proof of [4, Lemma 3.11].

THEOREM 3. Let A/B be left locally finite, and the conditions ( l), (2) satisfied.

If BxΏ.Bi are regular intermediate rings of A/B with [_B\ Blι< oo then ®(Z?2,

A/B)=®(Blt A/B)\B2.

Proof. Let a be an arbitrary element of ®(Z?2, A/B), and Bs = B2σ. We

set Vi = VA{Bi) = 'Σ?iUigpi{i = 29 3), where {̂ /,̂ 's} is a system of matrix units

and £Λ= ̂ ({g/^'s}) is a division ring. If m2>m3 then we can consider the

subrings A2i A3 of Λ defined as follows:

A2 = Σ Γ Bzgft -f 52^, where g = Σ S S ^ S , and

Evidently, A2 is an intermediate ring of A/B2 with HΛ2 Blι< °°, Λ3 a simple

intermediate ring of ^L/fij, and VA(AS) = Uz a division ring. As {^^s} is

linearly independent over Bi, we can define a, 5-linear map p of A2 onto As by

the following rule:
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ΨH 6= B2).

Then, one will easily see that μ is a ring homomorphism and 0= μ\B2. If Ao

is an arbitrary regular intermediate ring of A/AilBj with [Ao : 5]/< °° then

p is contained in ®(A0, A/5)|A2 (Lemma 4), so that a = p |5 2 e ®(A0, A/5)|52

= (®(A0, A/B)\Bί)\B2c=®(Bi, A/B)\B2 by (2). On the other hand, if m2<m3

then the same argument applied to a'1 (instead of a) enables us to find a

simple intermediate ring Ao of A/Bz with CA0 : 5]/< 00 such that VA(A0) is

a division ring and ίΓ^plf i j for some pe®(A 0, A/B). Applying again the

above argument to μ~x, we can find a simple intermediate ring A* of A/{Aoρ)

[ 5 J with [A* : Bli<<* such that V^(A*) is a division ring and fΓ^rlAoP

for some τ ε ® U * , A/5). Then, * = p"M& = r | A e ®(A*, A/5) |5 2

A/B)\B2. Hence, in either cases, we have seen ®(£2, A/5)c

whence it follows eventually

COROLLARY 3. Let A be left locally finite over a regular subring B> and £>

an automorphism group of A containing V. If ξ>Ar is dense in Hom/?/(A, A)

then ®(i?', A/B) =ξ>\B' for each regular intermediate ring B1 of A/B with

LB':Blι<^. In particular, if A/B is h-Galois and left locally finite, then the

condition (2) is fulfilled. (Cf. C4, Cor. 3.71)

Proof If Bo = B'ZE], then ®(J50, A/B)^UomBl(B0f A) = (©|50)A r, whence

it follows ®(£o, A/5) =ξ>| A (Lemma 2 (c)). Now, the same argument as in

the proof of Th. 3 enables us to see that ®(5', A/5)c®(5 0 , A/B)\B'= ®\B',

whence it follows ®(5', A/B) =®\B'.

2. #-Galois Extensions. A/B is said to be q-Galois (resp. right q-Galois)

if B is regular and the conditions (l), (2) (resp. (Γ), (20) are satisfied. To

be easily verified, if A is a division ring, the notion of ^-Galois coincides with

that of quasi-Galois defined in [8] provided A/5 is left locally finite (cf. [8]

and Remark 2). And, A/B is said to be locally h-Galois if for each finite subset

F of A there exists such an intermediate ring A1 of A/BZF] that A'/B is h-

Galois. Needless to say, if A/B is /z-Galois or locally Galois then it is locally

/z-Galois.

PROPOSITION 5. // A/B is locally h-Galois and left locally finite then it is q-

Galois,
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Proof. Let B1Ώ.B2 be regular intermediate rings of A/B with ZBi : Bli < 00,

and a an arbitrary element of ®(Z?i, A/B). Then, the simple rings VA(Bi),

VA(B2) and VA(Bιa) are represented as the complete matrix rings over division

rings with the systems of matrix units Γlt Γ2 and A, respectively. Now, for

an arbitrary finite subset F oί A, choose an intermediate ring A* of A/BX_Bι<y,

F, E, Γu Γti Γ3] such that A*/B is *-Galois. Then, by Cor. 3, a can be

extended to an automorphism <;* of A*. Since VA*(B) and VΆ^Άa) = VA*(Bt)σ*

are simple rings, they are the complete matrix rings over division rings with

the systems of matrix units Γ* and Γ2*, respectively. If we set B* = BJLBza,

F, E, Γ*, Γ2*] (cA*), 5 * is a regular subring of A left finite over 5 such

that VB*(B) and VX&tf) are simple. Hence, we have seen that there exists

a directed set {Bt) of regular intermediate rings Bt of A/BtLBia} such that

ZB*:Blι< °°, ^4= UBi and that Fi?J(^ a n d
 VR^BXO) are simple. It follows

therefore V= U 7 ^ ( ώ and V^(&<;)= U Fi?x(52</) are simple by [4, Lemma

1.1], which proves (2). Moreover, noting that B* contains E, we see that

Hom*Λ£*, A) =ΈLomPι(B*, A*)Ar = ((®

And so, by (2), it follows eventually Horn•«,(&, A) = HomS/(£*,

i4/β)|&)Ar = ®(&, A/B)Ar.

We insert here [4, Th. 2.3] as an easy consequence of Cors. 2 and 3.

PROPOSITION 6. If A/B is Galois and locally Galois then A/B is %-locally

Galois, and conversely.

Proof. A/B is /z-Galois by Cor. 2, so that for each shade Bf we have

®(JB'/JB)C®(J3', A/B) =$>\Bf (Cor. 3). And the converse part is obvious.

By the validity of Th. 1, the proof of the next lemma proceeds just like

that of [5, Lemma 8] did.

LEMMA 5. Let A/B be left locally finite, the condition (l) satisfied, and A*

a regular subring of A containing B. If F is an arbitrary finite subset of A*> then

A* contains a regular subring B1 of A such that B'ΏBlFl and IB' : Blι< °°.

LEMMA 6. Let A/B be q-Galois and left locally finite. If A1 is an f regular

intermediate ring of A/B then (Hf) A')@>(A',

Proof Let a be an arbitrary element of (&(Af, A/B), and h an arbitrary

one of HΠ A'. And, choose a simple intermediate ring B1 of A'/Blhl such
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that VA(B') = VA(A') and IB1 : £]/<oo. Then, by Lemma 5 the regular

subring A1 a contains a simple subring B* containing B'σ such that VA(B*) is

simple and ZB* : JB]/<c». Here, needless to say, B" = B*σ~1 is a regular

subring of A as an intermediate ring of A'/B1. And so, r" = a"1 \ B* is contained

in ®(£*, >1/J5). If v is an arbitrary element of V, r" = r | B * with some r e

®(B*LE, Λ, 4/J3) (Th. 3). As Z Γ is contained in V, we have h-vτ^vτ-h,

whence it follows hσ v = vhσ. We see therefore ha^H.

Now, we can prove the following theorem that corresponds to [8, Cor. 1].

THEOREM 4. // A is q-Galois and left locally finite over B, then H/B is outer

Galois and ®(Hy A IB) = ®(H/B).

Proof. Let B1 be an arbitrary intermediate ring of H/BίAl with ίBf : Bli

< oo (Cor. 2). Since B'®(B'9 A/B)^H (Lemma 6), Lemma 2 (a) yields

[©(£', A/B)Hr : flrl ^CB' : B l < ° ° . Hence, ®(β', A/B)Hr= ®\aiHr with

some (τ; e ©(5', A/β) and so ®(J3', i4/β) = (§(£', fl/β) = (ί/i, . . . , Λ} by

Lemma 2 (c). Now, we set H= Ό Ba, where B* ranges over all the inter-

mediate rings of H/BίJl with IB* : Blι<<*>. We can consider then the inverse

limit £> = lim (§(£«, A IB), that may be regarded as a set of B- (ring) isomor-

phisms of H into H. Since every &(BΛ9 A/B) is finite and @{BΛ, A/B)\Bβ =

®(5p, i4/5) for each B β 35 P (Th. 3), we obtain ξ>\Ba = ®(B*f A/B) (Πl, Cor.

3.9]). If T is an arbitrary subring of H properly containing B with LT : 5]/

< oo then there exists some Ba containing T and then J(®(BΛt A/B), BΛ) -B

by Remark 1. Combining this with ©|jBβ = ®(&, -A/B), we readily see that

/(©, fl) = B. Further, if <j is in £> then for each Btt we can find a positive

integer na such that <yΛβ| £ β = 1, which proves Ha = ϋΓ, that is, a is an automor-

phism of H. Finally, if τ is an arbitrary element of ®(ϋΓ, A/B) then

(Lemma 6), and so we obtain ®(ff, A/5) =(§>{H/B) by Prop. 2 (a).

COROLLARY 4. Let A/B be q-Galois and left locally finite. If A( is a simple

intermediate ring of A/H with ίAf Hli <oo then A1 is f-regular and ®CA',

Proof. The first assertion is contained in Th. 2, and then H(&{A',

H (Lemma 6). Recalling now that H/B is outer Galois (Th. 4), the latter is

obvious by Prop. 2 (a).
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3. h-q-Galoia Extensions. A/B is said to be h-q-Galois (resp. right h~q-

Galois) if B is regular and A/B' is ^-Galois (resp. right ^-Galois) for each

regular intermediate ring B' of A/B with ίB1 : Blι< °° (resp. [ 5 ' : #],-< °°).

If A/Z? is left locally finite and locally /z-Galois then it is h-q-Galois by Prop.

5 and Cor. 1. Moreover, in case A is a division ring, the notion of ^-Galois

coincides with that of h-^-Galois (Lemma 2).

Now, assume that A/B is h-^-Galois and left locally finite. If B' is a

regular intermediate ring of A/B with ίB' : Blι< oo, then A/5' is ^-Galois

and V2

A(B')/B' is outer Galois (Th. 4), and so HZB'l is a simple ring (Prop.

2). Recalling that A/H is locally finite (Cor. 2), Th. 2 yields # [ £ ' ] - VA{B').

(This fact will be used often without mention in the sequel.) Since $>{VA{B')/

Bf)\H<^(8>(H/B) (Cor. 4), σ->σ\H is a continuous monomorphism of compact

®(VA{B')/B') into ®{H/HΠB') and its image is a Galois group of H/H^B'.

Hence, we see that σ->σ\H is an isomorphism onto (§>{H/HΓi B'). (Cf. [4] or

[9]). By the aid of this fact, the same argument as in the proof of C5, Lemma

9] enables us to see that if A is /z-g-Galois and left locally finite over B and

A' is a regular intermediate ring of A/B with ZHZA'l : Hlι< <*> then HZA'l

is outer Galois and locally finite over A' and ®(HZA'1/A') ^%{H/Hΐ\ A1) by

contraction. Accordingly, by the validity of Lemma 5, we can apply the same

argument as in the proof of [5, Th. 6] to obtain the next theorem that is

stated without proof.

THEOREM 5. Let A be h-q-Galois and left locally finite over B. If A' is a

regular intermediate ring of A/B, and H' an intermediate ring of H/B that is

Galois over B, then H'ίA'2 is outer Galois and locally finite over A1 and ($(H'ZA'l/

A') ^®{Hf/H' Π A') {algebraically and topologically) by contraction.

As the first corollary to Th. 5, we shall remark that if A/B is h -^-Galois

and left locally finite then the condition (2) can be sharpened as follows:

(2*) ®{AU A/B)\A2^@>{A2, A/B) for each /-regular intermediate rings

A1Ώ.A2 of A/B.

To prove (2*), let a be an arbitrary element of %{AU A/B), and Bi a

simple intermediate ring of AjB with ZBi ' Blι< °° and VA{BL) = VA{Ad. If

B2 is an arbitrary regular subring of A between A\ and B with ZB-2 ' Bli < °°,

then we can find a regular subring B* of A between Axa and {BLB^\)a with

ZB* - Blι<oo (Lemma 5). Evidently Bf = B*a~ι is regular as an intermediate
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ring of Aj/Bi. Hence, σ' = σ\Bf is in ®(£', A/B), and so B2σ = B2σ
f is regular

by the condition (2). Now, let B2 be specialized as a simple intermediate ring

of A2/B with ZBz : Blι< <*> and VA(B2) = F*(A2). Since A2 = (#Π A8)C&3 by

Th. 5 and Prop. 2, Lemma 6 yields VA{A2σ) = F,,(((.ffn i42)<x)L&</II) = F, (&</).

Hence, FΛfiitf) being simple by the above remark, it follows that σ\A2 is

contained in (S(Λ>, A/B).

COROLLARY 5. Let A/B be h-q-Galois and left locally finite. If B' is a regular

intermediate ring of A/B with IB1 : Blι< oc then ®(B', A/B) = ®(VA(B'),

A/B)\B'.

Proof. By Th. 5, H* = VA{B') = HZB'l is outer Galois over B'. We set

here i/* = U B'a, where £ i ranges over all the (§>(H*/Bf)-invariant shades.

Now, let p be an arbitrary element of ©(£', A/B). Then, the set 6β = {p'e

®(J5ί, ^4/JB) p ' | £ ' = ρ} is non-empty (Th. 3). If p' and p" are in gβ then

p"z=p'ε with some 5'p-(ring) isomorphism ε between regular subrings I?άpf and

J 5 ^ . As 5 i = (HΠ B'JZBΊ (Th. 5 and Prop. 2), B«p'(zHLB'pl = F U ^ ' P ) by

Lemma 6. And so, recalling that A is ^-Galois and left locally finite over B'p

and B'ap'/B'p is Galois, by [4, Cor. 3.9], Lemma 6 and Prop. 2 (a), we see

that (SiB'aP'/B'p) = ®{V2ΛB'p)/B'p) \B'ap' = ®{B'ap', A/Bfp). Consequently,

®(B'aP', A/B'p) =<§>(Bfap'/Bfp)^®(BtjB') is finite, and so (£α is finite, too.

Thus, by [1, Th. 3.6], the inverse limit @ = lim (£« is non-empty, which means

that pε®(B', ^4/^) can be extended to an isomorphism p* of H* into 4̂.

Since (tfΠ B'a)p'^H for each p'e<£α (Lemma 6), ff*p*=(U(ffnBί)[B'])p*

is to be regular. Hence, we have seen ®(Br, A/B)^®{H*f A/B)\Bf. The

converse inclusion is secured by (2*).

COROLLARY 6. Let A/B be h-q-Galois and left locally finite. If B' is a regular

intermediate ring of A/BUI with IB' : Blι< oo then H*ZB'1 = H* B and

ZH*ZB'l : H*lι = ZA* ' HnA*lι = ZB' : HΠ B'li for each intermediate ring H*

of H/HΓi B' and each intermediate ring A* of HZB'1/B'.

Proof We set H1 = Hf) B' and Φ = &(#[£ ' ]/£ ' ) . Then, H' is simple by

Th. 4 and Prop. 2. If M is an arbitrary ®(H/Hf) -invariant shade then

®(MZBΊ/B') =®'\MZBΊ^®'\M=®(M/H') (Th. 5), which implies IMZB'1:

BΊ = ZM : HΊ Accordingly, we obtain ZMZB'l : Mlι = ZB' : ^ ] / . On the

other hand, by the validity of Th. 5, Lemma 3 applies to obtain ZM B1 :
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= ZB* : H'li. It follows therefore MZB'l = M B'. Now, it will be easy to

see that HlB'l = H B1 = θ ί /»,', where {ftj 's} is an arbitrary linearly inde-

pendent left i/'-basis of B'. And so, we have H*lBΊ=J{<Ά'<<H*lB'l), @[Hb'i)

= θ ί /ί*iί (Prop. 2 (b)), whence H*lB'l = H* B'. And, at the same time,

the latter assertion is also obvious by Th. 5 and Prop. 2 (b).

If A/B is k-q-Galois and left locally finite, we can prove the following

sharpening of Th. 3, which is at the same time an extension of [6, Th. 5] to

simple rings.

THEOREM 6. Let A/B be h-q-Galois and left locally finite. If AiΏ.A & are f-

regular intermediate rings of A/B then ®(A2, A/B) = ®(Aj, A/B)\A2.

Proof. (I) We shall prove first our theorem for regular intermediate rings

Ai2A2 of A/H with [Ai : Hlι<°°. By the validity of (2*), it suffices to

prove that ®(A2, A/B)Q®(Aι, A/B)\A2. Choose a simple intermediate ring

Bί of Ai/B with ZBί : B~\ι< «> and VA(Bί) = VA(A2) (Th. 2). And then, be-

tween Aί and B'2 there exists a regular subring Bι of A with [2?i : Z?]/< ^

and Ai = VL(Bi) = HZBJ. If & - A2 Π 5i then Bl^B2QA2 - Fi(Bθ, and hence

£2 is a regular subring of A left finite over B (Th. 4 and Prop. 2 (a)) and

Z&1 Since (S(Λ, A/B)\A = ®(Bt, A/B) = ®(Bi, A/B)\B2 =

B2 (Cor. 5 and Th. 3), for each a^Φ>iA2y A/B) we can find some

p e ® ( A u A/B) with p IB2 = (71 &. As ,42<r = //[&(/] = HZBzpl - A2p (Cor. 4),

σp'1 is contained in ®(A2/^2) = ®(A2/A2 Π β ) = <S(Ai/£i)l A2 (Th. 5). Hence,

a is in ®(Ai, i4/β)|A2.

(II) Now, assume that A% be /-regular, and take simple intermediate rings

ft of A /Bwith [ft : B l < « > and VA(Bi) = VA(Ai) ( ί = l , 2). Then, i4| =

yi(J?, ) =HZBβ are finite over # (Cor. 2), Aί^Aί^i ϊ and AioA/2fi-. Now,

let <y, be arbitrary elements of <&(Ai9 A/B). Then, by Cor. 5 and (2*), <n\Bi

= r, | a for some r, e®(Aί, A/^). Recalling that A = (#Π A )Lft\] (Th. 5

and Prop. 2), we see that A/e/i = {{HΠ Ai)ai)ZBiail^HZBiτil = A'tπ (Lemma 6).

And so, σiτj1 is contained in ®{A'i/Bi)\Ai (Th. 4 and Prop. 2 (a)), whence it

follows <y, e®(Aί , i4/jB)|i4, . Combining this with (2*), we obtain (8(A, A/B)

= ®(Aί , A/£)IA, . On the other hand, there holds ®(A{, A/B) = ®(A{,

A/β)|Aί by (I). Hence, it follows ®(A2f A/B)=®(A{, A/JB)|A2 = (®(Aί,

AAB)|AOIA2= (®(A{, A/B)|Aι)|A2 = ®(Ai, A/B)|A2, completing the proof.
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Remark 2. Let A be a division ring, and left locally finite over B. Then,

®(5', A/B) is nothing but the set of all 5-ring isomorphisms of B1 into A,

and the condition (2) is superfluous. Following [6] and [8], we consider the

following conditions:

(Γ) ®(5', A/B) * 1 for each subring Bf of A properly containing B with

IB' : Blι<oot and ®(BU 4/5) | 5 2 = ®(52, A/B) for each intermediate rings

B^B2 of A/B with [A : 5]/< *°.

(2°) H/B is Galois, and (SKA, 4 / 5 ) | 5 2 = (§(52, A/B) for each intermediate

rings 5i2 5 2 of 4 / 5 with [5i : Blι< 00.

(3°) # / 5 is Galois, and ®(4i, 4/5) 142 = ®(42, 4/5) for each intermediate

rings 4 i 2 4 2 of 4/ i ί with [4i : ίΠ/< 00.

(4°) /(®(5', 4/5), 5 0 = 5 for each intermediate ring B' of 4 / 5 with

[5' : 5]/< 00.

If 4 / 5 is ^-Galois (and necessarily h-q-Galois by Lemma 2), then all the

conditions (l°)-(4°) are fulfilled by Remark 1 and Ths. 4, 6. Conversely, if

(4°) is satisfied then 4 / 5 is ^-Galois. To see this, it will suffice to prove

that if {xi, . . . , Xn) is a subset of 5 ' that is linearly left independent over 5

then there exists an element J G S ( 5 ' , 4/5)4,- such that #»•£ = () for all i*n

and xnξ = 0̂, where 5 ' is an arbitrary intermediate ring of 4 / 5 with [ 5 ' : Bli

< 00. if n = 2, by (4°) there exists some p e (§(5', 4/5) with (ΛΓIΛΓΓ1) P * Jtî Γ1,

and then one will easily see that ?= jo-lOtΓ^tfipίr *s a n element requested.

Now, assume that we can find ξly . . . y ξn-i<^®{Bf, A/B)Ar such that *,•& =

ίiiΛ:/ (/, ; = 1, - . . , w - 1). There holds then #, ( Σ & - l) = 0 for /= 1, . . . ,

« - 1. If XnCΣEj "" l) ^0» o u r assertion is true for f = Σfy - 1. If otherwise

Xn = "Σι~ιXnξj then, say, {̂ , Jnίi) is linearly left independent over 5. We

set here fi = Σ?P*β/>r with p^e®(5', 4/5) and β ^ A If 5 " = 5 ' [ U 5 V

{β/s}], then by the case # = 2 there exists an element ξf e ®(5", 4 / 5 ) 4 r such

that Xif' = 0 and JPΛ f 1 f' % 0. Now, it will be easy to see that #, ?i£' = 0 for 1 =

1, . . . , n-l, so that f = fiί' contained in ®(5 ;, 4 / 5 ) 4 r is an element re-

quested.

Next, we shall prove the implications (2°) =*(4°) and (3°)=»(4°). In

any rate, we have /(®(5', 4/5), 5 θ c / ( F | 5 ' , Bf) = HC\Bf, If (2°) is satisfied

then ® ( # / 5 ) | # n £ ' £ © ( £ ' , A/B)\HC\Bf

y whence it follows/(®(5', 4/5), 5 0

= 5. On the other hand, if (3°) is satisfied then ®(H/B)^(§>(HiB'l> A/B)\H
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(IHZBΊ : Hlι< °° by Prop. 1 (b)), whence it follows again /(©(£', Λ/B),

B1) = B.

Since the implication (1°) =Φ(4C) is obvious, we have proved that A is q-

Galois if and only if any of the equivalent conditions (l°)-(4°) is satisfied (cf.

[6, Th. 1] and [8, Th. 3]).

In case A/B is an algebraic field extension, it is well-known that A/B is

Galois (in our sense) if and only if it is normal and separable. The next

theorem may be regarded as an extension of this fact to simple rings, and

contains [6, Cor. 3] as well as [4, Th. 3.5].

THEOREM 7. If A is h-q-Galois and left locally finite over B and LA :

<8o, then A/B is h-Galois and ®(A', A/B) = ®\Af for each fregular inter-

mediate ring A1 of A/B. In particular, if A is locally Galois over B and [_A :

Hlι<$o then A/B is ®-locally Galois.

Proof. Since Af is /-regular, we can find an intermediate ring A" of

A/HIE, A'~] with LA" : Hlι<°<> (Cor. 2). Now, by the validity of Cors. 2, 4

and Th. 6, we can apply the same argument as in the proof of [4, Lemma 3.9]

to see that ®(A", A/B) = ®\A". Then, we obtain ®\A' = ®(A", A/B)\A' =

®(A', A/B) (Th. 6), and in particular ®\H=(B{H, A/B) = &(H/B) (Th. 4).

Hence, there holds /ι®, A)=J(®\H, H) = B. And so, A being B V-A-

irreducible (Th. l), A/B is Λ-Galois by Prop. 4. The latter assertion is [4,

Th. 4.4] itself, and is clear by the former and Prop. 6.

Next, we shall prove an extension of the latter half of [2, Th. 1], that

contains completely [6, Cor. 2].

THEOREM 8. Let A/B be h-q-Galois and left locally finite. If B' is a regular

intermediate ring of A/B with ίBf : Blι< <*> then *>>ZBf : £ ] 4 ) > [ F : VA(B')1

-LVAKB1) - Hl = lB' : HΠB'l, and in particular A/B is (two-sided) locally

finite.

Proof. We set VA(B') = 5HK'd'h>k<, where Δ> = {d'ws) is a system of

matrix units and K1 = Vr*A(B')(d') is a division ring (Cor. 2), and consider T

= B'ZE, Δ, A'l and H'^HΠT (simple by Th. 4 and Prop. 2). Since H®(VA

{T)/T) = H (Cor. 4) and A is B F-Λ-irreducible (Th. 1), Prop. 1 and Lemma

4> In case [B' : B~\ι coincides with [B' : B]r, the equal dimensions will be denoted as

IB' : B].
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3yieldoo>[r : H'lι>ZV' VA(T)lt>:ZVA(T) : Hlr>lT H : Hlr = ZT : H'lr.

And then, A being A-F H-irreducible by Cor. 2 and Prop. 4, we obtain [T :

H'lr>ZV'. VA{T)lr>ZVA(T) : Hlι>ZH-T : ί Π / = [ Γ : #']/ again by Prop. 1

and Lemma 3. Hence, it follows [T : HQ = IV : VA(T)1 = IVA(T) : Hi and

[T : Bli = IT : H'lrlH' : Bit = [T : H'lr ZH' : Blr = [Γ : £ ] r by Prop. 2 (c).

Since A/B' is A-^-Galois, by the same reason, we have ZVA(B') : F^(T)] =

[Fi(T) : V2A(B')1 and [Γ : B'lt = ZT : B'lr. Combining those above with

the fact that A is Bf-V'-A-irreducible (Th. l), it follows at once ZB1 : Blr

= ZB' : Bli^ZV: VA(B')1 = ZVA(B') : HI by Prop. 1 (b). Now, we shall

prove ZB' : HΠ Bfl = ZVΆ(B') : ίΠ. If ff*=(ffΠB')[J] and B* = H*ZB'l

then ^ * is regular as an intermediate ring of VA(B')/Bf (Th. 4 and Prop. 2

(a)). Hence, Cor. 6 yields ZB* : #Π 5*] = [ F l ( £ * ) : ff] = ZVA(B') : i^].

Recalling here that § - ®(FU#')/£ ') - ®(HZB'1/B')^®(H/Hn B1) by con-

traction (Th. 5), Prop. 2 (c) yields [ 5 * : £ ' ] = #(ξ>|5*) = #(©|JΪ*) = # ( © | #

Π 5*) = [iJΓΊ B* : HΠB'l, whence it follows [ 5 ' : #Π £ ' ] = LB* : HΠB*1.

We have proved therefore ZB' : HO B'1 = ZVA(B') : ̂ ] .

LEMMA 7. L^ί 4̂ Z>̂  h-q-Galois and left locally finite over B. If A1 is an f

regular intermediate ring of A/B then A/A1 is left locally finite and ZA' : HΓiA'li

= ZV: VA(A')1.

Proof. Let N be an arbitrary %{H/B)-invariant shade of Δ. Then, by Th.

5 and Prop. 2 (b), we have ZNZA'l : A'1 = ZN : NΠA'K™ and ^ Π ^ W D

- HΠ (NZHΠ A'DZAΊ = Λ̂ Ci/Π 4 ' ] . Since i7Π A' is also a regular intermediate

ring of A/B (Prop. 2 (a)), we obtain ZHΓiNZA'l ' HΓιA'l = ZNZHΓιAΊ:H

ΠA'1 = ZN: NO AΊ = ZNZA'l : il'D < ~ again by Th. 5 and Prop. 2 (b). We

choose here a simple intermediate ring B1 of ^4'/^ with ZB' : 5D<°° and

F Λ ( £ 0 = V^(^0, and set B* = NZB'l. Then, 5 * is a regular subring of A

with IB* : Bl<oo as an intermediate ring of VA(B')/B' (Th. 4 and Prop. 2).

Recalling that # [ £ * ] - V2

A{B*) 2 JVLAQ 2 B*=> Δy Cor. 6 and Th. 8 imply

ZNZA'l : flrΠiVrCi4G]/= C5* : iJΠ 5*] = [ F : VA{B*)1 = [ F : V ^ ( B θ ] < ~ .

Combining this with C^ΠΛΓW: : HΠAΊ = ZNZA'l : A'K<x>9 it follows at

once ZA' : HΠ A'li = ZNZA'l : H Π NZA'llt = CF : VΛB')1 = [ F : VA(A')19

which is the latter assertion. Next, we shall prove the first half. Here, without

loss of generality, we may assume that A'ciH. For an arbitrary finite subset

F of A, we set Bι = BZE, Ay Fl. Then, ZA'ZHΓi BJ : A'K <χ> by Prop. 2 and
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ZA'ZBJ : A'ZHΠBJII^ZBL : HΠBJi^ZBi : Bl<°° by Cor. 6. It follows

therefore ZA'ZFl : A'lι<ZA'ZBj : A'LHTI AII Dl'Lffn BJ : ,4']<°°.

The next theorem contains evidently [6, Ths. 2 and 4].

THEOREM 9. Let A be h~q-Galois and left locally finite over B. If A' is an

f-regular intermediate ring of A/B then A is h-q-Galois, right h-q-Galois and

locally finite over A' and ZA' : HD AΊ = ZV : VA(A')1 = ZV2

A(A') : Hi

Proof. To prove the first assertion, we may restrict our attention to the

case that A'ςzH. If A" is a regular intermediate ring of A/A1 with ZA" : A'li

< oo then, to be easily verified, A" is /-regular. Since AQ = A"ZE, Δ\ is left

finite over A' (Lemma 7), © U " , A/A')Ar = (®(4o, A/A')\A")Ar (Th. β). And

so, we see that it suffices to prove that Hom^'(A", A) = (S(A", A/A')Ar for

each intermediate ring A" of A/A'ZE, J] with L4" : ,4']/< oo. By Th. 4 and

Prop. 2 (a), H" = A" Π H is a simple subring of H. As ®{H/B)\H" = ®{H,

A/B)\H» = ®(V7A{A"), A/B)\H» (Ths. 4 and 6), it follows ®(H/A')\H" =

<&(VA(A"), A/A')\H" (Prop. 2 (b)). Recalling that %{H/A')Hr is dense in

Hom^'UΓ, H) (Prop. 2) and that ZH" : A'K ™ ( p r o p . 2 ίc) or Th. 8), we

have then HomAl'(H", H) = (®(V2

A(A"), A/A')\H")Hr= ®ΪUi\H")Hr with

some σiG®(VA(A"), A/A1) (Lemma2). Since σι\ H" *σj\H"ii*j), irreducible

{di\An)Ar is not -Ar-Ar-isomorphic to {σj\Aff)Ar (Lemma 2), which implies

Σsi(*iV\A")Ar= @si(σiΫ\A")Ar. By [4, Lemma 1.5] and Th. 8, there holds

Z(Ϋ\A»)Ar : Arlr = ZV: VA(A")1 = ZVA(A") : HI On the other hand, the

same reason together with Ths. 4 and 6 implies <*> > Z(aiV \ A") Ar : Ar1r =

ZiΫ \A"σi)Ar : Ar\ - ZV : T^(il"tf, )] = C Fi(i4"(τ, ) : i ϊ ] = [ ( # D 4 " ] U : /fo. ] =

CFi(^M) :H1 It follows therefore [ ( # | i " ) i f : Arlr = ZV: VΛ{A")1, whence

we obtain [ Σ ? U F | Λ ' ' M r i4Γ]r = 5 CVr: K4(A'O] = [Hom^lff", ff) : ffr]r-

[ F : V^(Λ")] = CfiΓ" : AΊ [A" : H"lι = [A" : ^4']/ by Lemma 7. We have

proved therefore Hom^U", A) = Σ ? U F \A")Ar = ® U " , i / i ' ) i , by (2*),

and ^4/A; is locally finite by Lemma 7 and Th. 8. The final equalities are

now direct consequences of Lemma 7 and Th. 8, for A' Π H is /-regular. In

particular, noting that ZA1 : iZΊΊ ̂ 4'J = ZV : V^(A')], we can repeat a symmetric

argument to see that A/A' is right h-q-Gslois.

COROLLARY 7. The following conditions are equivalent to each other'-

(Q) A/B is h-q-Galois and left locally finite.
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(QM A/B is right h-q-Galois and right locally finite.

Combining Th. 9 with Th. 7, we readily obtain the following:

COROLLARY 8. Let A be h-q-Galois and left locally finite over B and LA •

Hlι<$o. If A' is an f-regular intermediate ring of A/B then A/A' is h-Galois

and locally finite.

Now, we shall add to Prop. 4 other equivalent conditions to complete Γ2,

Th. 11

PROPOSITION 7. Let B be a regular subring of A. A/B is h-Galois and left

locally finite over B if and only if any of the following conditions is satisfied:

(D) A is Galois and left locally finite over B, H is simple, and ίV2

A(B')' Hli

= ΓF : VA(Bf)lr for every regular intermediate ring B' of A/B with ΓBf ' Bli

<oo.

(DO A is Galois and right locally finite over B, H is simple, and LV^B1):

H\ = ίV '• VA(B' )lι for every regular intermediate ring B' of A/B with ίB1: B\

< oo.

(E) A is left locally finite over B and Galois over every regular subring left

finite over B, H is simple, and [Af : Hit = IV ' VΛA')"]r for every regular inter-

mediate ring A1 of A/H with LA' : H"]t< oo.

(E') A is right locally finite over B and Galois over every regular subring right

finite over B, H is simple, and D4' Hlr^ LV : VΛ( A')~\ι for every regular inter-

mediate ring A1 of A/H with tA' : HJr< °°.

Proof Since (A) == (̂D) and (E) is evident by Cor. 1 and Th. 9, it is left

to prove the converse. Now, let T be an arbitrary intermediate ring of A/B

IE, Δ\ with IT : £]*<«>, and set Γ'=/(®(T), A) and H' = HΠ Tf. Then,

LH7 : Bl< °° by Prop. 3 1b). Noting that A is #'[T]-^-irreducible, Prop. 1

(b) yields oo > [ # ' [ T ] : H'~]ι>LVA(H') : VA(H'lTl)lr = [V : VA(T')lr, whence

it follows IT1 : Hfl>ίV : VAT')Jr. In case (D), Lemma 3 yields then ίT''•

H'lι = ίH-T' : H]ι<ZV2

A(T') : HΛi = IV2

A{T) : Hit = IV : VA(T)~]r = IV :

VAT'Ώr. Hence, we have [T' : H'1 = LV : VA(T')lr< °°, so that it follows

Hom^ίT', A) = {®\T')Ar by Prop. 3 (a), which proves (D) =>(A). Now,

we shall prove (E) =*(A). If N is an arbitrary %{H/B)-invariant shade of

H', then ® ( T ) | M T ] and ®{T)\N are (outer) Galois groups of NίTl/T and

N/H', respectively. There holds then ίN : HΊ = # (®(Γ)|iV) = #
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= DV[T] : Γ] (Prop. 2 (c)), and so Lemma 3 yields IN T : H'lι = lN T

•DV : HΊ = LT : # ' > [ M Γ ] : Tl = lNlTl : H'X whence we obtain N*T =

NίTl. We readily see then H T is a regular intermediate ring of A/iϊ" with

[#• T : # ] / = IT : #']/ < °o. It follows therefore [T : H'lt = [#• T : #_]/ - [ F :

KilΓ)]r, and we have Homβί( T, 4 ) = (®\T)Ar again by Prop. 3 (a).

We shall present here a notably short proof to [4, Lemma 2.2]5).

PROPOSITION 8. If A is Galois and left locally finite over B and [ F C]< <*>,

then A/B is ®-locally Galois.

Proof By the validity of Prop. 6, it suffices to prove that A/B is locally

Galois. To be easily seen, {His simple and) LVl(B') : Hl = ίV : VA(B')lr

for each regular intermediate ring B' of A/B with IB' : B2i< °°. ^4/^ is

therefore ^-Galois by Prop. 7. We set here V^ΣUgpq* where Γ={gpQ's} is

a system of matrix units and U — Vv(Γ) a division ring. Now, let B' be an

arbitrary intermediate ring of A/BZE, ΓJ with IB': 5J/< °°. Since /((SI J3;, 5')

= 5, there exists a finite subset g of ® with J(%\Bf, B1) = B. lί N is an

arbitrary ®1#/5)-invariant shade of B't U J5'<;] Π if then.B'C U 5'tf] is contained

in the simple ring M = NlB'l (Th. 5 and Prop. 2 (b)). And so, © =

induces an automorphism group of M. Since /(ξ)|M, M) - B and Fu(£) is

evidently simple, M/B is Galois, which implies that A/B is locally Galois.

We shall conclude this section with the following theorem, whose first as-

sertion is [4, Lemma 4.2].

THEOREM 10. (a) If A/B is locally Galois then H is simple and for each finite

subset F of A there exists a simple intermediate ring A1 of A/HLF] such that

[A* : H~\ι< °° and A1 /B is Galois, and conversely provided A/B is left locally

finite.

(b) // A/B is locally Galois then so is A/A' for every f-regular intermediate

ring A1 of A/B.

5 ) The proof of Prop. 8 given in [4] enabled us moreover to see that there exists a
Galois group § of Λ/B with the property that (§[$], A/B) is l.f.d. for each finite subset
2f of ©, which was needed only to prove the following: If A is Galois and left locally
finite over B and [V : C]<oo, then every (*)-regular subgroup of © is regular. However,
in [2] and [10], we have proved directly an extension of the last proposition (cf. also
Th. 11 (a)),
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Proof, (a) Let V='ΣUgpQ, where Γ= {gpQ's} is a system of matrix units

and U= Vv(Γ) a division ring. If Bf is an arbitrary shade of BίE, Γ], then

A' = V2

A(B') = HIB'Λ = VNatBΊ, where Na ranges over all the ®(#/£)-invariant

shades. Now, let B" be a shade of JV.CJ3'], and ©' = {<; e @(B"/B) £ '* = £'}.

Then, noting that ®(B'/B)^®\B'y Th. 5 together with Lemma 6 and Prop. 2

proves that NaίB'l/B is Galois. Hence, A'/2? is locally Galois, and so it is

Galois by Th. 7, for ίVA(B) : VA>(A')~] = LVAΛH) : F ^ ( ^ M ] < W : # ] , < ° °

(Prop. 1). And, by the fact used just above, the converse part will be an

easy consequence of Prop. 8.

(b) If B1 is an intermediate simple ring of A1 IB with IB' : Bit< °° and

VA(B') = VA(A'), then A/Bf is locally Galois. And so, by (a), for each finite

subset F of A there exists a simple intermediate ring A'1 of A/VA (Bf)ΓFl

such that A11 IB1 is Galois and IVAΛB') : VA<>( A")~] < IA" : V2

A(B')lι<™.

Prop. 8 implies then that A"/Bf is ®(A"/B')-locally Galois. Since ^"/^Lf is

^-Galois and locally finite by Cor. 8, A111 A1 is locally Galois again by Prop. 8.

We have proved therefore A/Af is locally Galois.

4. (*/)-Regular Subgroups. By the validity of Ths. 4, 9 and Cor. 2 (and

Lemma 3 if necessary), the proofs of Lemmas 2, 3 of [10] are applicable without

any change to those of the following lemmas.

LEMMA 8. Let A be h-q-Galois and left locally finite over By and ©' a (*/)-

regular subgroup of ®. // A'=J(®'f A) then LA' : iJΠ A'2ι< °°.

LEMMA 9. Let A be h-q-Galois and left locally finite over B, and V a simple

subring of V with ίV : V'lr< °°. // VA VΛ FOΓF]) c V for some finite subset

F of A then VA(Vf) is a simple ring.

The first assertion of the following theorem contains [10, Th. 2].

THEOREM 11. Let A be h-q-Galois and left locally finite over B, and & a

{*/)-regular subgroup of % with A'=J(&, A).

(a) ©' is f-regular {i.e. A' is simple) and dense in ®(Af).

(b) F Cl©'6) = ©(#n,4') .

(c) // © is an open subgroup of ® then (Cl®' : (© Π C\&)Ϋ&) < oo.

Cl ©' is the topological closure of ©' in
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Proof. One may remark here that H' = Hd A1 is /-regular (Th. 4 and

Prop. 2). As [ F : F©O-< oo and V&= V2

A(V®<), V2

A(A') = FΛ V®') is simple

by Lemma 9. Further, by Lemma 8, there holds LA' : #']/< °°. Since A/H1

is locally finite (Th. 9), Vr2

A{A>)(Af) coincides with the center of V2

A(Af) and

/(β' lFifA'), Fi(A')) = il', [10, Lemma 1] proves that A' is simple. And

so, A/A' is h-q-Ga\ois and locally finite (Th. 9). If T is an arbitrary inter-

mediate ring of A/A'tE] with [T : ^4']< °°, then A is T- A -irreducible and

IT: VA(A')ΠTl = tVAAf) : VA(T)1 (Th. 8). Hence, A/A' is /z-Galois and

®' is dense in ®(A') by Prop. 3 (a), which completes the proof of (a). Recalling

here that IT : H'lt = tT : A'lrlA' : #']/<°o (Lemma 8), for each <je= CHE-

CKS') we can find such an element Γ G F C I ® ' that τ\T=p\T. And then aτ"1

is contained in ®CΓ)c®(.A') = C1®' by (a). Hence, a is contained in F Cl ®',

which means that F Cl®' is a closed (*/)-regular subgroup of © with J{Ϋ

Cl®', A) = Hf. Accordingly, (b) is a consequence of (a). Finally, we shall

prove (c). Since /(Cl®', A) = A' and Fcί©'=F©', it suffices to prove our

assertion for closed ®' = ®(^4'). Moreover, without loss of generality, we may

assume that £ = ®(£') for some intermediate ring Bf of A/BίEl with [ 5 ' :

Blι<°°. If r=^L'Γ^'] (finite over A9) then ®'(T) is a closed (*/)-regular

subgroup of ®' with /(®'(T), A) = T by Cor. 1 or [5, Theorem 1]. And so,

by (b), it follows (©Π (S')F^ - (S'(T)F^UO = ®'(Fl(^') Π T). Hence, by Th.

4 and Prop. 2 (c), we obtain (®' : (ξ> Π ®')f®,) = (®' ®'(Fi(^') ΠT)) =

# (®Ί Fi(A') n r ) = [F^(A') n r : Λ']< °°.

As a direct consequence of Th. 11 (a) and Cors. 1, 8, we readily obtain

the following theorem.

THEOREM 12. // A is h-q-Galois and left locally finite over B and LA : ff]ι

<&o then there exists a 1-1 dual correspondence between closed (*/)-regular sub-

groups and f-regular intermediate rings of A/ B, in the usual sense of Galois theory.

Remark 3. Evidently, Th. 12 is nothing but [2, Th. 5], and the assumption

cited in Th. 12 is the best one obtained by now to allow the existence of Galois

correspondence.

Let A/B be h-^-Galois and left locally finite. If T is an intermediate ring

of A/B left finite over B such that A is Γ-,4-irreducible and /(®(T), A) = T,

then T is a simple ring by Th. 11 (a). In particular, if A/B is /̂ -Galois then
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the assumption /(©(Γ), A) = T is automatically enjoyed by [5, Th. 1] (cf.

[2, Cor. 6]). The next will be an easy consequence of the above remark, Th.

1 and [4, Lemma 1.1].

PROPOSITION 9. Let A/B be locally h-Galois and left locally finite. If V is a

division ring then every intermediate ring of A/B is simple.

Remark 4. Let A be left algebraic over B (that is, ίBίa'] : Blι< °° for

every β £ A). If every intermediate ring of A/B left finite over B is a simple

ring then V is a division ring. In fact, for an arbitrary non-zero element

v<E.Vy Bίv~\ is a simple ring, and so the center of B{ji] is a field. Hence, υ

belonging to the center of Bίvl is regular and v~ι is contained in V.

We shall conclude our study with the following (cf. [2, Th. 2]).

THEOREM 13. Let A be h-q-Galois and left locally finite over B, and ©' an

N-regular subgroup of ©. Then, ©' is (*/)-regular if and only if [ F /(©')]r

<°°, Fi(/(®'))=J(®')=/(C1®') and (Cl®' : (£> Π Cl®')/(®') )< °°

open subgroup ξ) 0/ ®.

If ©' is (*/) -regular then /(©') coincides with F®', so that the only

if part is obvious by Th. 11. To prove the if part, we may restrict our proof

to the case that ©' is closed. By Th. 11 (a), VA(I{&)) is simple and there

exists a finite subset F of VA{I(&)) with VΛBΐF]) =/(®0. If we set © =

= C>n©' is a subgroup of ξ> containing /(©'). And so, there holds

ϋ c ^ l / Λ ' i ) , which implies 7(®') = VΛBlFl)ΏV®ΏίVA(I{&))

= /l®'). We see therefore ©* is a closed (*/)-regular subgroup of © with

F@, = /(©'). By assumption, (®; : ®*)< 00 : ©' = u Γ®*tfι. Now, we set ^ *

= /ι®*, A) and i4' =/^®', A). Then ®* = ®(A*) and ^ is ^-Galois and locally

finite over A* (Th. 11 (a> and its proof). And hence, by Th. 4 and Prop. 2,

^** = ^*|- y w^*tf/-| i s a ©/-invariant simple ring as an intermediate ring be-

tween VA(A*) = FΛ7©O = F^(/(©')) and A*. If an element J G ® ' induces an

inner automorphism in A** : σ\A** = v\A**(v&VA**(A')) then <r|£>ΠA* = l,

and so c; is contained in ®(#n A*) = ®*F" (Th. 11 (b)) * </ = rw(re ®*, we F).

But then, Γ Λ = W G S ' Π Ϋ = /(®0 implies ίGr/lβ ' lc®*, so that v is contained

in F 4 «U*) = F ^ (A**). Hence, tfli4** = f3f|i4** = l, which means ©' |il** is

an outer group of finite order. Accordingly, as is well-known, A** is outer

Galoi§ and finite over the simple ring A1. Moreover, noting that ®* = ©*(F
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Π ©') = ®*Ϋ Π ®' = ®(HΠ A*) Π ®' = ®'(HΓi A*), we obtain [ΛL* : AQ = # (®'|A*)

= (©' : ®*) = #((S'|A'C JH
rni4*])=[i4'[ JffΠi4.*] : AΊ by Prop. 2 (c), whence

there holds A* = A'C/fΠ 4 * ] . We see therefore our assertion 7(®') = V®* = V®>.
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